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Professors win
honorable award
By JEFF MADSEN
Campus editor

Michael· Goodrich, a zoology
professor and - Richard Keiter, a
chemistry professor, have both been
chosen as the 1988 Distinguished
Faculty Award winners.
After an extensive review process,
the Distinguished Faculty Award
Committee selected Goodrich and
Keiter for their accomplishments in the
areas of teaching, development and
growth.
"They're both unbelievably hard
working people," said John North,
chairman of the Faculty Senate, whom
oversaw the Distinguished Faculty
Award Committee.
"(The distinguished faculty award) is
cumulative of their (Goodrick and
Keiter) careers," ·added Evelyn
Goodrick, chair of the Distinguished
Faculty Committee. "This looks at their
whole career here at Eastern. "
Keiter, who came to Easternin 1969,
- has earned an international reputation
in inorganic chemistry. He is the only
faculty member at Eastern who has
published with a Nobel laureate (Ernst
Otto Fischer of West Germany). Since
he's been at Eastern, Keiter has
developed several synthetic procedures
which are now used worldwide.
"I ·think that there are many more
people on campus more deserving of
this award than I am, but I was for
tunate enough to be nominated and I
am glad to have won it," a modest
Keiter said Tuesday,
''He (Keiter) is one of t�o or three top
researchers on this campus," North
LORI CRITES I Staff photographer
said. "He is extremely involved in
e Worman, 11 , makes candles while on a field trip at Lincoln Log Cabin
raising grant money because his love is
· toric site with her 5th grade class from Stewardson-Strasburg grade
research. He is a researcher. "
Her 1840s style clothes were provided by Lincoln Log Cabin.
In addition, Keiter has been active in
sharing his love of science with the
community. He has given several
lecture demonstrations to a.rea high
schools and grade schools.
David-W. Ebon said this of Keiter in
the nomination letter Ebon submitted
to the distinguished faculty award
campus.
MADSEN
editor
committee.
Through the use of a detailed com
"It is not possible to- record every
F.astem students have developed puter program, Scholich and Schmitt,
accomplishment of (Richard L.) Keiter,
may be a cure-all to the both from West Germany, have created
tions faculty, staff and students a plan similar to ·the plan the university an inevitable outcome of 19 years of
dedicated activity. Professor Keiter has
ce when they circle a parking used a year ago when parking lots were
or six times searching for an assigned according to workplace or been rated superior in all three
categories of teaching, research and
residence (in the case of residence hall
ce.
service every year since he has been at
students).
research
operations
part of an
Eastern. He has been chosen for a
"We guarantee you can park in your
graduate students Thomas
Faculty Merit Award on five occasions.
and Martin Scholich, both 23, designated parking area and that your
created a new parking plan that space is as close as possible to your He epitomizes the teacher-scholar. "
Goodrich's teaching career spans 24
s every . parking space on
(See STUDENT, page 7)
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Richard Keiter

Michael Goodrich

years at Eastern. He presently teaches
courses in entomology and animal
behavior. According to Kip McGilliard,
an assistant zoology professor,
"(Goodrich) challenges students to
thirtk critically, encourages them to ask
questions and is not satisfied until
those questions have been answered.
Outside of the classroom, he is always
willing to take time out to help a
student in need."
Goodrich is active in undergraduate
zoology organizations and has served as
adviser to the Phi Sigma Biological
Honorary Society. Goodrich also
manages the Life Science Vivarium on
Seventh Street. He has taken several
school groups through the Vivarium
and voluntarily provided demon
strations and lectures on various
aspects of biology. Goodrich has served
as the local resource on the iden
tification of local insects and snakes.
"It's certainly a great honor (winning
the award) and I appreciate my
colleagues and students for choosing
me," Goodrich said.
In addition, he has served Eastern
athletics in many ways, most notably as
a head finish judge at men's and
women's track events.
"He's (Goodrich) a v�ry thorough kind·
of person and a demanding teacher, but
he's a fair person," North said. ''He's
given of himself a lot to other things
outside his depth. "
Goodrich and Keiter will both be
presented with the Distinguished
Faculty Award at Commencement on
May14.
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ude·nt battered in- scuffle·outside Hardee's
Peters, a junior, and Mark
1903 Ninth St., Charleston,
outside - Hardee's, 315 Lincoln
early Wednesday morning,
Peters battered.
was sent to Sarah Bush
Health Center where he was
for a cut over his right eye
uired 20 stitches. He was
later the same day.
feared Peters might need
.performed on the bone above
eye. After x-rays, surgery was
n,

ruled out.
According to Peters, who is employed
by Hardee's, but was not on duty the
night of the incident, he and Hutchison
had argued prior to the incident.
"The guy (Hutchison) is in there a lot
and is rude," Peters said.
Peters admitted to provoking the
incident with name calling the morning
of the fight. He said as Hutchison was
leaving, he mouthed an obscenity
directed at him. Then Hutchison asked
him to step outside, according to
Peters.
In retrospect, Peters said, he

shouldn't have gone outside.
"In my naiviete, I thought we were
just going to talk," Peters said.
Words were exchanged and that's
when, according tO Peters, Hutchison
hit him.
However, Hutchison has a different
account of what happened.
"He (Peters) called me a name, "
Hutchison said. ''I laughed it off, but he
(Peters) said 'No,' I'm not kidding.
That's what you are. "
Hutchison said at that point threats
went back and forth and a friend pulled
him out of the restaurant. He said that

·

Peters followed him out.
"After I left, he (Peters) tried to
tackle me, and then he hit me in the
nose. That's when I did what I did,"
Hutchison said.
Peters filed charges with the
Charleston Police, but he said he thinks
he will drop them.
-''In retrospect, I wouldn't have done
anything," Peters said.
Although he received 20 stitches over
his right eye, Peters said doctors feared
the bone over his eye might have been
crushed, which would have resulted in
major surgery.
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Huge explosion blasts Nevada city
HENDERSON, Nev.· A huge explosion at a jet fuel plant
rocked this southern Nevada city Wednesday, sending a
towering smoke plume into the sky, shattering windows
six miles away and shaking buildings 10 miles away in Las
Vegas. Dozens of injuries were reported.
"Our windows blew out. It blew the frame off the door.
We are probably five or six miles away. The thing is on
fire," said Lee Hall, secretary at he Henderson Con
valescent Hospital.
Ms. Hall said hospital officials were checking for injured
patients and employees. "A window blew up in someone's
face," she said.
KLAS-TV in Las Vegas reported at least 35 injuries,
including some to firefighters. The station said workers at
a nearby factory were hit by shrapnel as they ran from
their building.
The Clark County Coroner's Office said it had not been
called a half-hour after the 11:55 a.m. blast.
In Las Vegas, buildings shook and a huge plume of
smoke was visible in the air. People leaving offices for the
noon hour stood on the streets, gawking at the smoke.

AIDS student returns to classroom

Human rights issue progressing
in the Soviet Union says Reagan
(AP)-Presiden t
CHICAGO
his harsh
abandoning
Reagan,
criticism of the Kremlin, credited
the Soviet Union on Wednesday
with making progress on human
rights and said gradual im
provements were "better than no
change at all."
Striking a conciliatory tone in a
Reagan
address,
pre-summit
readily acknowledged that the
United States has its own
homelessness,
with
problems
and
discrimination
racial
unemployment, as Moscow has
charged.
a
in
comments
Reagan's
prepared text appeared intended
to soothe Soviet anger about his
demand for the Kremlin to "tear

MASHGARA, Lebanon (AP)
Israeli soldiers shelled a Syrian
army garrisqn Wednesday and
used tanks to root pro-Iranian
guerrillas out of villages, then
announced that its two-day
.invasion of south Lebanon was
over.
The Israeli military command
in Jerusalem reported three
Israeli soldiers and more than 40
Arab guerrillas killed and 17
Israeli troopers wounded. It said
all Istaeli forces had returned to
bases.
Israeli artillery shelled the 50man Syrian garrison at Mashgara
while other units were storming
nearby town with tanks,
a

Remember Mom on
Mays
1335 Monroe
Charleston

. 345-3919
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driving
out
guerrillas
and
knocking down houses.
Whether the shelling was
deliberate was not clear, and the
Syrians did not shoot back.
Lebanon's state radio quoted a
Syrian general in the Bekaa
Valley, not named, as saying,
'We are watching closely. We
shall fight them if they make
further advances."
No casualties were reported
amor..g the Syrians, who came
under Israeli fire for the first
time since being forced out of
south Lebanon by the Israeli
invasion of June 1982. Syria has
16,000 ssoldiers in the Bekaa.
Security sources said Israel
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Beta Pledge Class on their Initiation!

Summer
Hours

NIGHT STAFF
Assistant editor. , .. Caryn Mazanec

added two mechanized ha
to its operation Tuesday
doubling to 2,500 troops the
of the force that began the
the night before.
Invading soldiers pene
miles beyond
several
"security zone" Israel has
maintain just north of its
since ending a three-year
cupation of south Lebancm
June 1985. The wne ranges
six to 10 miles deep.
minister Yi
Defense
Rabin
of
Israel had
Parliament in Jerusalem
Wednesday the soldiers had
resistance and might con
the operation for two more

would like to congratulate ihe
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The Women of

Wire Flowers Home for Mother's Day!

Bell's
Flower Cor�er

have taken place and enco
the Soviets to go f
Reagan said. 'We recognize
changes occur slowly but
better than no changes at all.•
Reagan's speech was part
series of addresses int.en
frame the issues he will hi
at the summit in Moscow
Gorbachev May 29-June 2.
audience
was
the Na
Security Forum, a non·
organization
that spo
educational programs on na
security
and foreign
issues.
The president said the
have had "limited su
improving their economy.

down a wall of oppression" and
his claim that the Soviet troop
withdraw! from Afghanistan was
being made under pressure.
Soviet
leader
Mikhail
S.
Gorbechev told Secretary of
State George P. Schultz in
Moscow last month he was tired
of Reagan's sermons. And the
Soviet
government
accused
Washington
of
"imperial
ignorance.'�
In his remarks to a Chicago
group, Reagan went out of his
way to credit Gorbachev with
loosening restrictions on religion,
freedom
of
speech
and
emigration. ,
"We applaud the changes that

Syrian positions attacked as part
of Israel's show of military might

Benton IL(AP)-A federal judge on Wednesday ordered
a Southern Illinois school district to allow a first-grader
with AIDS-related symptoms back in the classroom with
other children.
Since Nov. 16 7-year-old Jason Robertson has been the
lone student in a trailer on the grounds of Prather
Elementary School, about 50 feet away from other classes.
The American Civil Liberties Union filed a lawsuit April
25 in a bid to force Granite City School District No. 9 to
allow him to attend regular classes with other children..
·U.S. District Judge James Foreman, who has presided
over the lawsuit, granted a preliminary injnction Wed
nesday after hearing arguments in the case.
Forman ordered that Jason be allowed to join his
classmates beginning Monday, and that he not be
restricted to the trailer classroom again.
"Whatever the special education needs he may have,
none of it can require isolation of a child," said ACLU
attorney Harvey Grossman at the 90-minute hearing.
•
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minars let studen ts interact on new issues.
were
ior
seminars
hed at Eastern in 1982
students an opportunity
ct with one another on
porary topics.
ology in Society" is
e of those seminars that
lat es in-depth
con
'ons between students
tructors.
my
Lee
Waskom ,
ia t e
professor
of
ol ogy,
teaches
the
on technology which
information such as
tion, fiber optics, the
g use of computers and
the means of travel have
affected by technology.
taught the
om has
for two semesters and
it is important for
ts to experience courses
t them involved in a
outside of their major.
·

·

AA to
te on
Council on Academic
will meet at 2 p.m
ay in the Union
'tion Arcola-Tuscola
to discuss a course
rip ti on
change ,
a
m name change and 1
new officers for the
9 academic year.
'am Hine, dean of the
t an d
continuing
tion program is asking
CAA to consider
g the name of the
to the School of
t and
Continuing
tion at Eastern Illinois
ersity.
believe that this ad
ative name change is
ely important to the
pment of a stronger
and
c ont i n u ing
tion plan," Hine said in
to CAA chair Dan
·

Fourth

in

FOR
SENIORS
ONLY

a

five-part

series

examining

senior

seminars at Eastern. Today: senior seminar gives
students

an

opportunity

to

develop

an

understanding of contemporary topics through in
depth conversations with instructors.

Senior
seminars
were
established at Eastern in 1982
on a trial basis and were im
plemented in 1983. The
seminars exclude students
from enrolling in a seminar
related to their major.
"The senior seminar is more
important now than in the
past," Waskom said. "Students
should have input on what kind
of courses are going to be

offered," Waskom added.
The seminar includes the
viewing of many video tapes.
No tests are involved, but a
technical paper must be
submitted. Points are also
taken for attendance and
active class participation.
Alan Baharlou, professor of
geography and geology, is
teaching
the
seminar
"Spaceship Earth" which in-

By KRISSY MYERS

students from 21 Charleston
area schools and by Benin City,
Nigeria, students. Jefferson
Elementary School art teacher
Pat Mahler met with Professor
Solomon I. Wangboji, from the
University of Benin, at a
conference he attended at the
University of Illinois, said
Watts.
Wangboji selected the art
work from his students and
had the artwork sent to the
Tarble Arts Center.' The art
includes drawings, paintings

volves the issues of some of
today's biggest problems such
as pollution, nuclear arms,
nuclear power plants and the
disposal of toxic waste on a
local and national level.
"The senior seminar is a type
of course that has intense
student
p a r t i c i p a t i o n ,"
Baharlou said. "It helps a
student get rid of shy and
timid behavior in class par
ticipation." he added.
Baharlou believes that the
senior seminar should have
been
part
of
Eastern's
curriculum a long time ago
because of how it helps the
average student.
Baharlou has been invoved in
the study of the Earth for 20
years and feels that he is
qualified to teach the course
effectively.
Students receive points in
the course for discussion, short

quizzes, a midterm and a final
exam. No papers are required
for this course. Spaceship
Earth has been offered since
1983. Baharlou usually teaches
three sections each semester.
Mark
Bomball,
associate
professor of accountancy, data
processing and finance, is
instructing a seminar called
"Computers in Society." The
seminar takes a look at how
computers are being used on
college campuses today.
John McElligott, associate
professor of history, is
teaching a seminar for honors
students called "Developments
of the Modern World."
Some selections students are
required to read are The Prince
by Machiavelli, Voltaire's
Philosophical
Dictionary,
Marx's German Ideology and
Freud 's· Introduction
to
Psychoanalysis.

Sixth children's exhibition to display art

Staff writer

The Sixth International
Children's Exhibition will be at
the Tarble
Arts Center
Saturday displaying African
art.
A different country is chosen
each year. Last year, the art
was from Japan, and the art
was from West Germany the
year before, said Michael
Watts, director of the Tarble
Arts Center.
The art was created by

and collages mainly from the
secondary schools in and
around Benin City.
Over 200 works were sub
mitted this year, 40 pieces of
artwork from Nigeria and 10
works from each of the 21 area
schools.
The 21 schools that sub
mitted work are Jefferson,
Lincoln, Mark Twain and Carl
Sandburg elementary schools
in
Charleston;
Ashmore
Scho0l, Lerna Elementary,
Arcola Grade School, Arthur

schools, and Crestwood in
Paris, Effingham Senior and
Junior
H ig h
Schools ,
Stewardson-Strasburg,
Paris
High School, Sullivan High and
Middle School, Charleston
Junior and Senior High School.
The high school students
from
the
19t h
U.S.
Congressional District can
designate their entries i11 the
Seventh Annual Congress Art
Competition for High School
Students,
"An
Artistic
Disrovery."
•
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OPINION

we

d ec ided to have another drink

"Hey Lar, where did you just take off to a mi
ago?"
"I was just thinking about all the fun I have had in
20 or so years it has taken me to get my B.A.
"Just think Wayne," I continued. "There will never
another college. No more all-weekend party binges.

It was a dreary night after a
long day, recently, when I walked into the smoky atmosphere of
my favorite watering hole.
I slithered up to the bar and

..

ordered a Myers, tall with a
twist. I really needed the drink
because one of those reflective
bottomless pits started to form in
my very tired memory.

Editorial
Board

Amy Carr

Chrystal Philpott

John Pletz

News editor

Editor in chief

.

Associate news editor

Russell Stare

·

Matt Hortenstine

Managing editor

Editoral page editor
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Mayor must give
detailed reasons
for bar closings
For

those

Eastern

students

more thousands of beautiful women around my
either date or gawk at. And, oh yeah, no m ore
to have nervous breakdowns about."
"Don't depress me, man."
_,:
All of a sudden my old friend
"Well Wayne, in the real world, you will have to
Wayne the Worrier appeared
up even if you don't really feel like "being mature."
Larry
and asked me if I cared to play a
"Now I know what you mean. Remember your 2
Smith
game of billiards. Being the labirthday? You woke up in the vending lounge,
tent pool shark I am, I accepted. •••••• crude things to a good friend of your's. To top that
"Hey Wayne, you look kind of
you were still hung over two days later," Wayne
depressed. What's up?" I said hiding my state of mind.
trying to evoke a smile from himself.
"Well, it's this senioritis thing," he mumbled.
"Yeah, I do. But how's that going to help me In

who

are

religious patrons of Marty's, Jerry's Pub or
Thirsty's, it isn't news that you were barred
from entering your favorite watering hole last
weekend.
ver Celebration Weekend, these bars

O

were shut down by the infamous Charleston
May�r Murray Choate,
who 1ust happens to be
the city liqour commis-

Editorial

"What are you worrying about? You're young. Your
whole life is ahead of you. And besides, aren't you sick
of being in this college town atmosphere?"
"That's the problem, my whole life is before me,"

Wayne said. "All of my life I've always knew that I could
go beyond the immediate future."
"What are you talking about?" I screamed.
And while he looked at me in infinite confusion, one
of those dreamy flashbacks hit me over the head. I

started to remember being a skinny (but handsome)
freshmen. Wayne and I were the epitome of naivete.
Our attire was strictly preppy and our minds full of
mush, as the mythical professor Kingsfield would say.
But we knew no matter what we learned in college
there was always the "real world" waiting for us. But
now there is only the "real world" and beyond that
is-death. Well it's not that morbid but you know what I
mean.
Wayne shook me, and I started to concentrate on
making the nine ball in the far corner pocket.

THE

D£C t.51DN

real world?"
"It won't, but it sure is fun to remember, ain't it."
"Never mind that. You know what is really

Wayne?
"What?
"Now that it's time to graduate, all of a sudden I
this inexplicable urge to study, and I never really
that way before."
''You would say that now that you are about to
But I may have another year to go," he said in a

demeanor.
"That's not my fault. If you change your major
two years how can you expect to fulfill all ycu
quirements?" I said jokingly.
After several hours of deliberation we deci
have another drink. Nothing was resolved In
discussion but what ever is?
Au revoir.

-Larry Smith was a regular columnist for The
Eastern News.

Pli!.OCC..55

OF

sioner.

In the only statement released by Choate
regarding ttie incident, he stated that the
"bars had been closed as a result of the city
ordinance and state statute violations regar
ding the serving of alcohol to underage per
sons. These closings are consistent with my

liqour policy.''
However, Choate refuses to comment on
the details of this coverJ operation which he
planned. After repeated attempts to force
Choate to let the public in on his reasoning for
the forced closings, he can only reply "no

comment."
The question here is clear. After making an
executive move to which there is no
recourse, Choate has effectively shut down

three established businesses.
Does he have the ability to shut down any
business that sells liquor at a moments notice
without having to explain his actions? If such
is the case, then Charleston residents should
be living in fear of "Big Brother" Choate.

Evidentally, he is watching.
If he has valid reasons for shutting down the
three bars, he should make such information
public knowledge. The question must be ask

ed as to the validity.of Choate's evidence to
warrant the closing of the bars.
While his actions may have been justifiable·,

his silence places a splinter of doubt in one's
mind as to the validity of his executive action.
Mayor Choate, to gain credibility and trust,

you must be honest with your constituents.

Letter policy
-

.

The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the
editor from any reader addressing issues relating to the
campus community.
The name and telephone number of a least one
author must be submitted with each letter to the editor.
Letters must be 250 words or less.
Only the first three names from letters containing
more than three authors will be published unless fur
ther specified.
Letters submitted without a name (or a pseudonym)
or without a telephone number or other means of veri
fying authorships will not be published.

Cruelty to animals scars society

No creature, whether human or not, has the

In today's high-tech society,
where people boast of progress
and how civilized they are, there
exists a cruelty which can only
compare to that of Nazi concen
tration camps or the Spanish in

inflict pain and suffering upon any other creature. If
think you do, it's only because you gave you
right-just like the plantation owners gave th
the right to keep blacks as slaves and the Nazis
themselves the right to put Jews in con
camps.
While some would argue that those were
and these are animals, the bottom line is it is stl
to inflict mental or physical pain and suffering

quisition of so long ago.
Only this is now, 1988, in a
society advanced enough to
know better-but it doesn't. The

cruelty I'm talking about is animal
research for medical purposes.
Every day, in medical research
centers all across this country,
thousands
of
animals
are

Ch stal
ry

Phi·lpott

sacrificed for experimentation •••••••
purposes. And those are the lucky ones.
Those not so fortunate have their skin pinned back,
their skulls cut open, their bodies dismembered and
their organs removed-while they're still alive. They're
caged, poked and injected with large quantities of ar
tificial and natural substances. They're made to smoke,
take drugs and drink alcohol.
M eanwhile, the scientists and callous research
freaks keep telling us "Man has the right to use animals
to fulfill h is own needs;" "Rights are for humans, not
subhumans;" "Animals are not ethical beings;" "The
animals don't suffer because they don't have souls"
(Would anyone care to explain to me how someone
can know someone or something does not have a soul,
or that they are not suffering? Afterall, pain is the sen

ing beings.
The ends don't justify the means. It's a basic

principle that too many people seem to have f
these days.
I'm not saying people can't eat meat or weet
skins to cover themselves. That's self-pr
But experimenting on animals is another thing.
plain cruel.
Though I don't support the way some an
advocates have been protesting by st
perimental
animals,
vandalizing
labo
threatening researchers, something has to be
I'm not saying people shouldn't try to
themselves, because they should,. I just don
animals should be made to suffer in pain and
the vain attempts of a desperate man to I
years longer. Howard University professor
Griswold has said, "It's a question of saving or
ing us. The thesis that there is no moral
between man and a rat amounts to the e
moral debasement of man."
It's this sort of egotiscal, exaggerated opinion
wortt-. that has led mankind to cultivate the
acts which has negatively marred our society.
of animals in medical research must be stopped
are to preserve the sound ethical and moral
that we are so fond of using to qualify ou
human beings.

sation of hurting which is transmitted through the ner
vous system.); and "It's for the good of mankind."
Nonsense. The concept of individual rights is not
strictly a human one. And, the reality is only a small pro
portion of animal research accounts for the great ad
vances in medical technology. Most of the progress in
disease and illness prevention comes from social pro
grams such as better sanitation and hygiene, better -Chrystal Philpott is editor In
education, more money in health services and the in-. Eastern News.
creased practice of preventive medicine.
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ocal girl gets part in series WEIU-TV will feature
· ger Peters of Charleston

going to get the chance to
every girl's dream: she's
g to be an actress.
t 14, she is the typical
ger-"Oh, ·my God" and
so sures" start and end
of her sentences.
at makes her atypical,
ver, is that she's going to
on WEIU's upcoming
· ion series, "Anything
," scheduled to air in
mber.
ters calls herself a kind of
ham. "Just give me a
phone, and I'll show you,"
said.
e will play Albergetta
netta Henrietta, who is a
of a Walter Mitty
cter, on the show.
ery day I'm something
ent. One day I was a
tist who turned· into a
gerbil. The next day I was
·

a space scientist, " Peters said.
She said she did not prepare
specifically for the part of
Albergetta (Al for short), but
she has had some experience. ''I
was on the speech and group
interpretation
teams
at
(Charleston High School). "
In the first set of auditions,
45 girls tried out for the part of
Al, Peters said. The girls were
asked to read from a script and
sing.
''I just called WEIU and got
an audition. I was really
nervous," Peters said.
The second round narrowed
the applicants to five girls.
"They called me and four other
girls back. We all acted with
the possible mothers and
brothers," Peters said, and
with some distaste added,
''They had me sing. "
When Peters found out she
was going to be Albergetta she
said she was excited. But she

soon found out fame carries a
heavy price. The rehearsals for
the pilot will run for two to
three weeks in the middle of
summer, and the remaining 13
episodes will each require eight
days of rehearsal.
"In a way, I'd rather be in
New York with my friend so I
can shop at Sak's Fifth Avenue
and Bloomingdale's," Peters
said.
Jan and Dan Dawes, Peters'
parents, said they are very
proud of her. Her mother said
Ginger's newly found fame has
gotten her recognition from
her friends at school and other
places.
"Even the mailman wanted
to know about the whole
thing," Mrs. Dawes said.
However, the excitement
seems to have subsided at
home for Ginger. "She still has
to clean her room and do the
dishes," Mrs. Dawes said.

ewscan 51 resumes broadcast
fter computer chip malfunction
FMADSEN
seditor

ewscan 51, the television
program for WEIU-TV,
resume broadcast Friday
r a
computer
chip
unction sidelined the
tions for three days.
e had some problems with
switching unit in the studio
trol room," said Ken Beno
tion manager for WEIU-TV.

Beno said a chip in the
switching unit which is
responsible for switching from
camera to camera during a
news broadcast "went bad"
Monday afternoon during a
broadcasting class.
"If you have two cameras,
you can't switch between the
two if it (switching unit) isn't
working," Beno said.

After engineers spent several
.hours examining the switching
unit, they discovered a single
chip, valued at no more than
$10 , was responsible ·for
sidelining an entire news
operation.
A new chip has replaced the
bad one and beginning Friday,
� ewscan 51 will go back on the
arr .

fictional program
By JEFF MADSEN

stations
that
feature
children's programming.
WEIU-TV may get its shot
The program has been
in the big . leagues if a
compared to a rural version
children's program created
of "Sesame Street," but
by a 1987 Eastern grad
Rardin doesn't really like to
catches the eye of a few
compare her program to any
major cable networks.
other children's program.
"Anything Goes," is a
"I don't like to compare it
children's
t e l e v i s i o n ' because I think it's pretty
program that stresses rural
original," she said. "But if
values and is centered
you were to compare it, it's
around the daily adventures
more like a rural version of
of lead character, Albergetta
'Captain Kangaroo. '"
Simonetta Henrietta Lynn
The program has been
Jones, a precocious teenager
mapped out to air 54
with a vivid imagination.
episodes and Rardin, now
The show was created by 23the traffic coordinator at
year-old Jennifer Rardin,
WEIU-TV, said taping for
who graduated from Eastern
the first 13 shows will begin
last May.
in
August
and
then
This is the first time
broadcast in late September.
Rardin has written for
Each episode centers
television and the first time
around a different ad
WEIU-TV will attempt
venture Albergetta takes on.
airing fictional program�
"Anything is possible fo r
ming.
her (Albergetta)," Rardin
"I've been writing for
explained. "On any show,
several years, but never�for
she (Albergetta) pretends to
TV. It's kind of new, " Rardin
be someone else."
said Monday.
The main cast, about 12
When the program debuts
characters, consists of local
in September, WEIU-TV is
talent.
going to try selling it to the
"I'm incredibly excited. I
Christian
Broadcasting
think we have a real chance
Network and Nickelodeon,
at a popular show," Rardin
two
prominent
cable
said.
Campus editor

-TONIGHT75¢ longnecks
·$1.00 Well Drinks

·.
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at

FRIENDS & CO.
Our kitchen serves a variety of sandwiches,
snacks and fresh cut french fries

--------------------------

Come Join The

345-2380

Excitement
and Fun ...

CARS FOR JOB INTERVIEWS!

and SAVE!!

You Could Be
Queen For A Day!
Register For THE QUEEN'S PRIZES:

One Lucky Lady Wins All Gifts

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL

!:!> 60°/o Savings

On Selected Diamonds, 14K Gold Chains, Pearls_ & Gifts
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*not i ncluding gas, tax, or optional POW

Drawing To Be Held Saturday, May 7

�(ifuar�

Compact Cars
$69/day
*450 free miles
$35/day
*150 free miles
$31/day
*100 free miles
301 c w

lrn!!:,;�
_

• $200. 22 Gold Chain from Towne Square Jewelers
• $1022 Gift Certificate from What's Gookin'
• $1022 Gift Certificate from T he Deli
• 2 FREE Video Rentals from Uptown Audio
• $1022 Gift Certificate from lnyart's
• $1022 Gift Certificate from Shafer's
• Spot Cleaning Kit from Service Master
•Peach Crystal Bowl from Mar-Chris Gift Shop ($18.50 Value)
• FREE Picture Frame from Frommel Hardware

'-'�

·Private party rooms available*
509 Van Buren

• '!' \

•
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121nch
'Pepperoni
For JUST

ON
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U N I V E R S I TY B O A R D

W I L L BE

S P O N SO R l. N G

Grand Ballroom
Union Station

1 :00 . 7 :00
.

, 2:00

•

6 : 00

.

TRAN STAR
. Becom e a Recording S�ar
A dm issio n $ 1 . 0 0
CARICATURE ARTIST

3 :00 . 5 : 00·

MIME: ROB REIDER

5 : 30 . 8:00

FREE ICE CREAM
SUBS AND POP

'6 :00 . 8:00

11THE CHEETERS11

WAKNING-u. B.

has

determined that missing these
events is harmful to your health,
G . P.A. , and Social Well Being.

A dmissio n $ 2 . 00
Ora n d Ballroom
-

.

II. II������:::0•nv
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utsta nd i ng sen ior awa rd g iven to Todd M i l ler

true as his list of activities ,
achievements and awards
seems to be unending.
y students begin their
Experiences and campus
careers with aspirations
ss and recognition, but involvement have had a major
are actually recognized for . role in making Miller this
year's outstanding senior, but
achievements.
Todd Miller, winner of he believes academics' play a
"Grades are a
Union Advisory Board's big role.
ding Senior Award, measurement of your future
ations have become success," he said.
Miller began amassing his
work hard to be the best at achievements as a freshman
g I do," said Miller, a when he was selected to the
major from Granite University Honors Program. In
. He proves this statement his sophomore year, he became
·

a member of the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity.
Then in his junior year,
Miller became a member of the
Honorary Order of Omega and
received their Outstanding
Greek Student Award. He was
also named Outstanding Young
Man of America for 1987 and
was honored by his fraternity
with an award for outstanding
contribution in community
service.
Now in his senior year, Miller
has been president of the
Residence Hall Association,

president of Order of the
and
historian
O m e ga ,
philanthropy chairman for
Delta Tau Delta and was
recently named one of the Top
10 Greek Men of 1988.
Miller has been on the
University Dean's List three
times and has the highest
senior GPA in his fraternity.
For Miller, the Outstanding
Senior Award is the icing on
the cake.
The award is given annually
to a senior by the Union Ad
visory Board.

To be considered, an ap
plicant must be nominated by a
faculty or staff member and
must display a well-rounded
college career. Th is includes
extracurricular acL vities and
community service . Applicants
are narrowed to f ve and in
terviewed by a committee
made up of students an
faculty on the advisory board.
A winner (Miller) is selected
in addition to two runners-up.
This year's runners-up were
Eileen Sullivan and Dan
Barrett .
·.

____

·

g place or dorm," Schmitt said.
similar to the old mOdel, but ours
location (thorugh computer
whereas before, the lots were
ed arbitrarily."
lich and Schmitt cite Eastern's
t parking dilemma as a limited
of parking spaces to meet the
ds of a · substantial student,

faculty and staff population. They said
there are 54 parking lots on campus to
meet the needs of 776 staff and faculty
and 4,393 students who have parking
permits.
Under Eastern's · Current system ,
users do not have a guaranteed parking
space in a designated lot and are forced

·

All Nigh t specia l

,
3. 95 plus tax
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.95 plus tax I
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.95 plus tax I

- - - - - COU PON
�
Small Pizza . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

· - - - - - -

I Medium Pizza .
I Large Pizza . . .

1

1 Item Thin Crust .

1
' Not valid ,
with any other offer

Expires

:

MOON STRUCK

romantic comedy.
CH ER

• SEAN 0. HOGAN - O.WHAT A HOME B OY
• GARY LARSEN - LAST BOY PICKED FOR

VOLLEYBALL IN GYM CLASS
• EASTERN NEWS - THANKS FOR THE PUBLICITY

I

• AMY SMILGIUS - HAVE A NICE SUMMER

345-3400

• MILLER & MAHER - "TRUE HOME-BOYS "

STARTS FRIDAY !

JJOUl1JL
J0X � �
'me

OUR LOYAL FANS & ATHLETIC SUPPORTERS-

.SEE YA NEXT FALL !
LIKE ALWAYS : HOMEBOYS STAYAWAY
. TO MOM

.

. . .

fflvr�(lp.hI
d'-;tiyti!1wll/f'

N I COLAS
CAGE

MOTHER S DAY
IS SU NDAY,
MAY 8

f' ,�E' RE � LOOMING WITH

IPG'i

STARTS FRIDAY!

TIR WllllR

�

THE EIU RUGBY TEAM WOULD LIKE TO SAY:

•

STARTS FRIDAY!

unappealing to commuter students wh
arrive during the day and do not lea1, "'
their cars parked overnight as o r.
campus students do.
"Ours is a very fair model," Scholk
said. "Everyone has the same chance (L
obtaining a parkipg space). It's not on
first come, first serve-basis. "

to park where there is space available.
In many cases, by the time a staff or
faculty member arrives to work, the
lots closest to their workspace are
already full and they end up searching
the entire campus for an available
space.
The current system is especially

I -

5/3 1/88
L----------------�

1 600 UNCOLN

from page ..,

SAii iii/OTT

COLORFUL WAYS TO SAY
"LOVE YOU , MOM"
No Matter What the Distance

CORSAG ES
From

$300

EAC H

SPECIAL

EXOTIC CORSAG ES
From

$750 Ea.

(flowers_ wired to any destination)

SPECIAL ARRANG EMENTS
Have us make a
unique floral bouquet
for your Mother

$1 5

P R I C E S START AS LOW AS
*We also have BLOOM I N G P LANTS and
HAN G I N G BASKETS-Mom wi l l love .

can't keep a
d cop dead.

'lclcnura's Golden Bm\'s
r�1mly Dish Bo11q11(,1

./:J X

v

f:./I..,

?'

�

F T D P r e s e rv e
Ja r Bouquet

FTD S w a n B o u q u e t

CALL TODAY TO INSURE P ROM PT DELIVERY 345-7007

N O B L E F LOW E R S H O P
503

TOMOR ROW 5 :00, 7:1 0, 9 : 1 0

JEFFE RSON•CHARLESTON, I L

1
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[!?Services Offer-ed
"MY SECRETARY" RESUME
packages and typing services.
Reasonable prices,
excellent
service. 903 1 8th 345- 1 1 50 .
9am to 5 pm .
_____ 1 /00
PROFESS I O N A L
RESU M E
PACKAGES: Quality papers, big
selection ,
excellent
service.
PATION QUIK PAINT, 8 2 0 Lin ·
coin , next t o Super- K . 345·
633 1 .
...,.---------5/9
Copy-X
207
Lincoln,
Charlesto n , I L ( 2 1 7 )345-63 1 3 .
Typesetting-resume specials.
______ 1 2/00

[!?Help Wanted
Earn extra money. Sell Avon.
C a l l P am a t 359- 1 5 7 7 or Becky
at 348-8094 or Jan at 258·
81 1 5.
_____ 4/00
Babysitter
needed :
May
2 3-Au g . 22. 3 : 1 5 pm-1 1 : 30
p . m . , transportation preferred ,
Reliable, salary negotiable. More
info call 345-3496.
_______ 5/5
MEN TO SHEAR CHRISTMAS
TREES WEEKDAY MORNINGS.
BEGINNING JUNE 345-68 1 5 .
_____ 5/6
TO
G I R LS
SH A P E
C H RISTMAS TREES WEEKDAY
MORNINGS J U N E AND J ULY .
345-68 1 5 .
..
------,--,---..,...5/6
UNLIMITED INCOME POSSI·
BLE FULL OR PART-TIM E , I N
OR OUT OF SC HOOL,
IN
C H ARLESTON OR A T H O M E .
AVA I LA B L E
I M M E D I AT E LY .
CALL 345-5354 .
_______,5/6
UP
UP
AWAY
&
BALLOONERY NEEDS SUM·
M E R AND FALL HELP. AFTER·
NOON HRS. DURING SUMMER
( 1 2 ·3) M UST H AVE CAR ! 345·
946 2 .
_______ 5/6
Experienced bartenders and
snack bar workers. Apply in per
son .
Mattoon Country Club
between the hours- 1 & .5 TuesFri .
_______ .5/6
Students wanted to babysit for
summer-days ,
evenings
&
weekends. Call 348-549 2 .
_______.5/9

11?.wa nted
Wanting to rent. sublease, or
share an apartment for summer
term . ( 6 1 8) 532-857 1 . Ask for
Doug.
_______5/9
FEMALE
R O O M M AT E
WANTE D
TO
SHARE
AN
A P A RT M E N T
FOR
88-89
SCHOOL YEAR . CALL K I M :
345-9 2 7 4 .
_____ ,5/6
4 Subleasers needed for Sum·
mer. 3 bedrooms, close to earn·
pus, rent negotiable. Call 345·
37 1 6.
·
____-__ ____,,...,-:--_,.. 5/6
D E S P E R AT
__E LY S E E K I NG
1
OR
2
F EM ALE
SUMMER
SUBLEASERS : Close t o cam
pus, low rent CALL 348-8550
ASAP !
_______5/6
I WANT A 1 OR 2 BR APT.
FOR SUMMER. SEEK TO OC·
RENT
ALO N E .
C U PY
N EGOTIABLE. CALL JOHN AT
345- 1 4 1 8 .
_____ 5/5

CB' Room mates
MALE ROO MMATE NEEDED
FALL/S P R I N G . · OWN
FOR
ROOM $ 1 70 & UTIL. 1 52 8
3rd-BLOCK FROM CAMPUS.
NO SMOKERS, DRUGS , OR
LIVE-I N GIRLFRIENDS PLEASE.
CALL C U RT 345- 1 063.
_______5/5

Classlfled ads

[!? Roommates

[!? for Rent

[!?for Rent

SHARE 2 BRM . HOUSE WITH
ANOTHER
MALE
STU DENT
Q U I ET AND C H EAP. 345-305 7 .
_______ 5/6
Female roommate needed for
summer/fall . pring . , LOW RENT.
Own room . Call Mary 345·
5 1 89.
---------,--516
One male summer subleaser
needed . Large furnished apart·
ment. Call 348-037 5 .
_____5/6

Female Subleaser needed for
summer, 2 blks. from campus,
low utilities, rent negotiable.
348-8460.
_______ 5/6
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER 3 bedroom. nicely fur
nished house on 4th Street.
Rent Negotiable. Call after 5 : 00
345-696 2 .
_______ 5/6
SUMMER SUBLEASER :
Y2
BLOC K
FROM
CAMPUS,
$ 1 00. 00/MO . , NICE. PLEASE
CALL JAN 345-37 6 1 .
_______ 5/6
Female Subleaser wanted for
i n tersess i o n
and
summer
school. Nice apt. close t o cam
pus. Rent negotiable. Call 345·
336 2 .
_______ .5/6
PARK PLACE II Apt. Summer
Subleasers needed .
Apt .
In
G REAT Shape, close to campus.
Rent VERY N EGOTIABLE! 345·
65 1 8.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_5 /9
_
_
Furnished
Apartment
need
four students, one block from
campus 1 O month lease. 345·
340 1 , 345- 2 2 6 3 , 348-885 1 .
_______ 5/9
2 Bdrm . Furnished house for 2
peopl e .
$300/month .
2
Bedroom furnished apartment for
3 people . $ 1 40 each. 345·
4508.
_____ 5/9
Rooms for men summer only.
$90- $ 1 1 0 per month utilities in·
eluded. 345-53 7 4 .
_______ 5/00
Subleasers needed for sum·
mer. Split $ 2 40 between 1 to 4
people . Call 345- 1 5 9 8 . Close to
campus.
-------__,-5/6
Look NO FU RTH E R ! $70 a
month ,
FREE
uti l ities
and
showtime. have your own roo m .
Ca l l 345-6383 .
_______ 5/9
Subleasers need: for summer
4 1 6 Van Buren . $75 a month . 3
Bed , 2 Bath . Call 348-5348
Sean .
5/6
.,
F,...
===
"'""'P
"'"',...,.=-o
"'o
""'A
=D
r.. 2-4
o....
s . -=
T
M A
BE
2 ,,...
10
students. Close to EIU.
month lease . Call 345-3 1 00
after 5 pm .
-----..,..,----:--5/9
Large Furnished house for 5·6
students . Four Bedroom , . two
Bathrooms. Near EIU 1 2 5/mo .
348- 1 6 1 4 . Small house . Fur·
nished. Two students. 1 00/mo .
348- 1 6 1 4 .

2 & 3 BR . HOUSES a s low as
$ 1 20 per month per person .
Low utilities , clean , and quiet.
Phone 345-2265 after 5 p . m .
_______ c4/T , THOO
Mobile home, furnished or Un
furnished. Available May 1 5th .
Call 345-60 5 2 .
_______ 5/6
Need
Female
Summer
Subleaser. Park Place apts. Rent
negotiable .
Call
Sheri
345·
336 7 .
_____ 5/6
1 or 2 summer subleasers 1
br. , AC , not furnished , low.
utilities. call Amy 348-087 7 .
_______ 5/6
SUMMER SUBLEASER PARK
PLACE APT. 201 $80 or best
offer. Cable included . Call Tom
at 348-04 5 3 .
_____ 5/6
Summer subleaser. Nice 2
B d . R m . Apt. with Garage & A . C .
Call 345-6556 after 7 : 00 p . m .
_____ 5/6
Summer subleasers needed . 2
bedroom apt. Rates Negotiable.
Call 345-6802
' or 5 8 1 -32 7 9 .
5/9
3 Bedroom· house for 4 girls,
W/D , A/C , 9 mo. lease; $ 1 2 5 . 00
mo. 345-5525 or 5 8 1 -30 1 8 .
5/9
_______

Female roommate needed for
summer/fall/spring. LOW RENT.
Own room. Call Mary 345·
5 1 89.
_______ 5/6
I NTERSESSION
SPECIAL
( M AY 1 5-JUNE 1 5) $ 1 90. I N ·
CLUDES OWN ROOM , ALL
UTILS, WASH & DAY , NEXT TO
STADI U M 345-45 9 7 .
_______5/9

[!? for Rent
Summer
Subleasers
PARK
PLAC E APARTMENTS . RENT
N EGOTIABLE. 345-2895.
_______5/6
Brittany
Ridge
townhouse
room for 5 people or less, low
rent for S U M M E R , close to cam
pus. call 345· 7 9 9 2 ask for Jen·
nifer.
5/9
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
....,..
3 to 4 subleasers needed for 3
bedroom Park Place I Apt. Rent
Negot. Phone 345- 9 7 5 9 .
_______ 5/6
Four female subleasers need
ed. PARK PLACE APTS. 345·
751 6.
_____ 5/9
D E S P E R AT E L Y
SEEKING
FEMALE
SUMMER
SU BLEASE R . Own room. Great
location . Rent negotiable . What
more could you ask for? Call
345- 6 1 0 1 .
_______ 5/9
Subleaser needed for Sum·
mer. Studio apartment for one
person . 348-5368.
_______ 5/5
Gre at
Stu d i o
Apart m e n t
$ 1 0 0 . 0 0 . for summer only. near
Old Main . 348-7960.
_______5/6
P r ivate ly
owned
Britta n y
D i s h w as h e r .
tow n h o u s e .
Washer and dryer. 2 Y2 bath.
1 50- 1 6 2 . 50 . Call 348-7 8 7 7 .
_______ 5/9
NEED 3 Subleasers CH EAP
RENT 3 BEDROO M . 345- 7 3 2 4 .
___ .5/5

Women In Communle11tlon a i s having a pizza

terested ladies are invited to our last meeting of the
semester.
Triathlon Club is having a meeting tonight at

8:00 p . m . in the Lantz Pool Room.
Phi Gamma Nu is having a meeting tonight at
: 30 p . m . in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Union . There will be a speaker, so dress up. Bring

5

money fo r formal pictures.
lntervaralty Christian Fellowahlp is having
large group tonight at 7 p.m. in the U n ion Gallery.
This is our last meeting of the year. After the
meeting, we will leave to play volleyball .
Remember t o pick up your books from the "the
. brary. " Saturday's picnic at the Flares starts at 3

ji
, ·

•
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Clips

are

published

22
23
24
26
29
30
·31
33
37
38

45
46
47
51
free

of

ficeby noon one business day before date to be
published (or date of event) . Information should in·

elude event, name of sponsoring organization.
(spelled out no Greek letter abbreviations) , date ,
time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in·

formation. Name and phone number of submitter
must be .,eluded. Clips containing conflicting or
confusing .p!')•mat1on will not be run if submitter
cannot be conhcted. Clips will be edited for space
available . CliP'l submitted after noon of deadhne
day cannot be guaranteed publication . No clips will
be taken by pnone. Cllpo will be run one day only

for any event.

Membership Required
P_urchase Only What You Want
No

GARFIELD MARKETI
S E N D $9
(Check or Money Order)
2202 N. 40th St
DECATUR, IL 625
to Receive 21 7-422COUPON BOOK &
HOT LIST TO :

Crossword Pozzi

43

daily,

BEST OFFERS AVAILABLE
ANYWHERE
THIS IS NOT A RECORD CLUB/

Thursday's

42

Campus

20-600/o OFF

348- 7 746

20
21

charge, as a public service to the campus. Clips
should be submitted to The Dally Eastern News of

il

Orig i nal Artists-Orig inal Labels
Top Qual ity

• Dorm size
refrigerators &
microwaves

19

party tonight at 6 : 30 p. m . at Jerry's Pizza. All in·

N'T PASS U P THIS OFF
SAVE $250-$300
RECO DS-TAPES 2 FOR 1
CD'S, MO VIE VIDEOS
MUSIC VIDEOS
EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS

• 9- 1 2 Month
Apt.
• Summer
mini storage
space

16
17

TH E F U N IS H E R E
S E E A N APARTM E NT TODAY
CALL:
GRR-REAT RATES
345-2363
91 6 WOODLAWN DR.
RENTALS FOR FALL, TOO .

D

See Us for: .

AC ROSS

fl parhnents

Leasing for
Summet &... Fall
345-9 1 05

• Summer Apt.

1
5
11
14
15

iJld. �1JllJJtt

LOO

a20 Lincoln St.

CELEBRATE SUMMER IN THE WOODS

BIG FUN

R e ge n cy
Apts .
STOP ' N

Apartment
Kentals 

__

Campus clips

, -p . m .

Report errors immediately at 581 -281 2. Correct
appear in the next edition. Unless notified, we
responsible for an incorrect ad after its first i
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day.

53

57
58
59
60
62
63

66
67

Vulgarian
Footless
K razy Melancholy
Moha m med ' s
daughter
Uris hero
Porter on
space travel
Command to
F ido
Mucilaginous
"Anthe m "
author
Only ' s partner
Ga. neighbor
Porter on
sauerbraten
Inti mate group
R at ional
G . I . address
An Ada ms
- effort
E mulate
Dorcas
"Too -" :
Porter on
Sumatra
Lilly of pha r
maceuticals
Held or
Christie
Dumbbell
Modernist
Maxims
Tenting
appurtenance
Porter on
penthouse
elevators
M odern art
Transgress
Mother of the
Titans
Cachet
Cote sound
Porter on
Det roit or
Decatur
Kin of et al.
" - m ill ion
yea rs ! "

68 Designer of
note
69 Herbert
Hoover was
one
70 Chaplet
71 Ca rpenter and
soldier

DOWN
1 87 qts. of
c ranberries
2 Designer
Cassini
3 " Get - " :
Porter on bail
j u mping
4 Do some
cobbling
5 " . . . man is not
-" : Pope
6 Kind of
window
2
14
17

3

4

'7 N Japanese

city
8 I ndian bigwigs
9 Actress B lake
1 0 One of
Rockne ' s Four
Horsemen
1 1 Cookout
favorite
12 M c N ichols, e.g.
13 Clemson
footballer
1 8 Dangerous
2 4 F ishgarth
2 5 Dakota I ndian
2 6 Roberto's
residence
2 7 Floyd won it in

'86

2 8 Sweet one of
song
32 Objective
34 " Don ' t -" :
Porter on
claustrophobia
6

7

8

9

35 Grocery item
36 Watts event :

1 965
39 German cheer

40
41
44
48
49

50
52
53
54
55
56
60
61
64
65

Harem room
Love apple
Thus : Sp.
Throat ailment
" - earth?"
( in c redu li ty
phrase)
Nap
U . S.S.R.
newspaper
Insu rgent
Steamed
Sky Dragon
Cod or
had doc k
Contract feat
Gunpowder
was one
Methyl ending
Many wks. a
mos.

Thursday's

DENT
APARTMENTS
L E FOR S U M M E R OR
FOR 4 PEOPLE. PRICE
AS LOW AS $ 1 2 4
H EAC H . APART
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN

7746.

------,--- 1 100
Rent - Ratts U niversity
Polk Street Townhouses .
Spring, 9 month lease
or four persons. Call

1 1 5.

---,------,- -2/00
r or fall two bedroom
and u"nfurnished apart. APARTMENT RENTALS
n St. 348- 7 7 4 6 .
_______ 3/00
R TM E N T S
JOINING
RN,
ALSO
B U DG E T
ENTS .
SUMMER
I
, MEN . 345-4846.
_____ 5/9
leasing furnished apart
for 2, summer and fal l .
5·4757.
.___
_
_
_
_4/00
rent 2 bedroom apart
McArthur Manor. 345o.- 345 -22 3 1 .

i-----

4 /00

3 bedroom furnished

ts. Good location . Ex
condition. Laundry , park-

5-7286.

5 /9
men
needed
for
fall
'ng '89 . Large Student
at 1 803 1 2th . 4 blocks
Fine Arts building . $1 35
and share utilities with 4
guys. deposit $ 2 3 5 . 345-

!-----

·4 /00
ER AND FALL. Quiet
ious. Private bedrooms.
111. $ 1 00 and up.
. Call Ray
345 · 2 783.
---,----::----:4/00
:'
MER
SUBLEASER
1
ARK PLACE APTS. F U L
ISHED. FOR MORE I N 348-8 2 0 4 .
___-,--____5/9
er Subleasers needed ,
ce Apts .
Large
3
, Rent n egotiable. 345------

_______

5/6

roo m apartment washer
er available. Call 345-

_______

5/9

bedroom apartm ent, very
campus, only one left,
and refrig . provided , 9 or

th lease,
$300 or
nth . 345-4 2 2 0 .
�----- -5/9

SALE-

Honda

1 98 5

50 Scooter. Digital Dash ,

Mi. Excellent Condition .
or Best offer. Call 348-

-:-:-:- 5/9

i-----,--

1 Dodge

Aries Wagon
PB, AM/FM , Exe .
2nd Owner. 4000 m i . on
Tires. 2 1 00 OBO M ust
511 5 . 345-3 7 7 1 .
_____ 5/9
Sale: Q-size BED; Oc
FISHTANK; & more Call:
PS,

6.

------,:--- 5/6
SALE :
7 3 Plymouth
6 cyl . , runs good Asking
681 -2449.
_5/6
_
_
_
_
.___
Sale Florescent Grow
Chuck 348-0 2 6 1 .
5/9
-...,..,....,

Classified ads

IB'" For Sa le

11? Announcements

F o r Sale 1 984 Ford Tempo
Excellent
Condition .
4 6 , 000
miles. 234-6284.
_____ 5/9
RET
HOT
bargains!
Drug
dealers' cars ,
boats,
planes
repo'd.
Surplus.
Your Area.
Buyers Guide. ( 1 ) 805-6876000 Ext. S-999 7 .
_______ 5/9
4 Bedroom townhouse, low
assumable mortgage , close to
campus. Call 3 1 2 - 969-0288.
_______ 5/9
76 Chevy Van New tires & Bat
tery $450, 2 Monitor Speakers
$ 5 0 . Call 345-6556 after 7 : 00
p.m.
_____ 5/6
4
T i c ke t s - M o n sters
of
R o c k- M a y
27
Alpine
Valley-Best offer 5 8 1 -5506.
_______ 5/6

LAST T . G . l . F . O F THE YEAR!
BIKINI CONTEST! ! 3 . 00/3 . 50
ALL YOU CAN DRINK.
_______ 5/6
JANET
HAWKINS:
HAPPY
LATE 2 0th BI RTH DAY ! !
l'M
R EADY
TO
C E L E B RATE
TONIGHT- A R E YOU?? LOVE
SHAROLYN .
_____ 5/5
TODD WATSON : Good luck on
finals, especially bowling. I know
you'll do great! LOVE , M E .
-�------�5/5
. . . " C O N TI N U E
C O U NTDOWN " 4 , 3 , 2 , 1 . . .
_______ 5/5
Rory
Erickso n :
CONGRATU LATIONS O N ACTIVA
TION You've finally made it in
AST. I'm proud you stuck it out!
Love MOM .
_____ 5/5
Gayla, We are looking forward
to you being our housemom ·next
year! Love , the ASA housegirls!
_ _ 5/5
SIG
TAU
ROSES :
MAN
DATORY M E ETING TONIGHT
AT 7 : 00 p m . In U nion walkway.
Any problems contact an ex
ecutive officer.
_______ 5/5
PHI SIGMA SIGMA: You all are
the best friends anyone could
ask for. The meeting at Ike's last
night was the best . Good Luck
n ext year. Phi Sig love , Sue .
_____ 5/5
Jean Kadansky: Your little joke
loves you ! Thanks for being my
mom ! My birthday was a blast,
thanks to you and that baby bot
tle! Love, Julie.
_____ 5/5
THANK YOU SARA McF.
_______ 5/5
LET'S MAKE ADAPTIVE USE
OF O U R SANITY--PRESERVE IT
ONE MORE DAY H Aers !
_____ 5/5
TERI OLSEN : Congratulations
on getting lavaliered to Kev i n !
Love , your P h i Sig sisters !
_______ 5/5

1 980
GRAND
PRIX,
AC ,
POWER STEERING,
POWER
BRAKES,
POWER
S E ATS ,
POWER
WINDOWS ,
AM/FM
STEREO CASSETTE. $2500
OR BEST OFFER. CALL 3457 5 1 6 ASK FOR CHRIS.
_______ 5/9
Order your Graduation 88
videotape copy . $30 . 00 eac h .
Call 348- 58 7 1 .
_____ 5/9
Large dorm size refrigerator.
Good condition , hold pony keg .
$ 5 0 345-2386.
_______ 5/6

IB'" Lost/Fou nd
LOST DORM KEYS I F FOU N D
PLEASE C A L L 300 7 .
_______ 5/5
Lost a brown pack in Buzzard
with verse cards inside . Please
call 3 7 5 4 .
_____ 5/5
LOST :
Aquamar i n e
high
school rin g . $40 . 00 reward for
return , contact Pau l , 5 8 1 -5435.
_______ 5/5
4 Dorm Keys & Honda car
keys lost near Taylor Hal l . Call
2 703.
_______ 5/9
LOST-Student ID,
Driver's
License & Social Security Card in
NIU I D holder at Moms or Roes
Fri . Call 348-5694.
_______ 5/9

Report errors immediately at 581 -28 1 2 . Correct ad will
appear in the next edition . Unless notified, we cannot be
responsible for an incorrect ad after its first insertion .
Deadline 2 p . m . previous day .

Weller Hall end of t h e year Par
ty tonight 6: 1 5 !
_______ 5/5
NEW
ENGLAND
B R O T H E R / S I S T E R
CAM PS-(mass)
Mah-Kee-nae
for
Boys/Danbee
for
Girls.
Counselor positions for Program
Specialists : All Team Sports,
especially Baseball , Basketball ,
Field
Hockey,
Soccer,
and
Volleybal l ; 25 Tennis openings;
also , Archery , Riflery and Biking ;
other openings include Perform
ing Arts, Fine Arts, Yearbook,
Photography, Video, Cooki n g ,
Sewing, Rollerskatin g , Rocketry,
Ropes , and Camp Craft; All
Waterfront activities (Swimming ,
Ski i n g , Small Craft) . Inquire Ac
tion Camping ( Boys) 1 9 0 Linden
Ave . , Glen Ridge, NJ 0 7 0 2 8 ;
(G irls) 4 4 C enter Grove Road , H 21 ,
Randolph ,
NJ
07869.
Phone ( Boys) 2 0 1 - 4 2 9 - 8 5 2 2 ;
(Girls) 2 0 1 - 3 2 8- 2 7 2 7 .
_____ 5/5
T.G. l . F .
BIKINI
CONTEST! !
FRI DAY NIGHT TOP OF PAGE
O N E . ALL I NTERESTED - JUST
WEAR YOUR BIKIN I .
-,----------5/6
Attention Sig Kaps : I will see
you ALL at the house tonight at
8 : 00
for
the
worksho p !
Thanks-Love, Debbie .
_______ 5/5
To all my ASA Rush Helpers !
Thank you so much ! We will see
you this summer! Love , Denise .
---,-,,-�-----5/5
Rush TEKE Fall '88'.
_______ 5/9
EIU ICE HOCKEY CLUB WILL
BE
H AV I N G
A
M E ET I N G
THU RSDAY M AY 5 a t 7 : 00 p m
A T T H E U NION WALKWAY FOR
ALL
RETU RNING
AND
IN
TERESTED
P LAYERS
N EXT
FALL.
_______ 5/5
Driving to Californ ia. Need a
rider. Interested? Call Lori 348 1 581 .
_____ 5/9

BLOOM COUNTY
I /./Ke COCKK�5. ..
I €5f€Cl.'lll Y l!K€ 1H€
CXKRJflCH N!Wi€P
!r1/f..Q(J€17Jf/ST.•• IN mer,
WH€N r Wfl/<£ uP- rm

nJ
\CJ

LOST:
EVENTSFU L-APRIL
1 9-20
CONTAINS
FALL
REGISTRATION FORM . I M POR
T ANT! I N LIBRARY OR UNION
CALL 345- 1 4 1 8 , ASK FOR
JOHN.
_______ 5/6
LOST: Blue velcro wallet. Can
keep money. Call 5 8 1 - 2 8 5 6 .
_______ 5/6

ROSES O F S I G M A T A U GAM
M A : MAN DATORY M EETING
TON IGHT AT 7 : 00 pm. Any pro
blems contact Laura Bolker or
Lynette Seymour .
_____ 5/5
Attention Roses of Sigma Tau
Gamma, Tonight is our LAST
meeti n g .
EVERYON E
BE
THERE!
_____ 5/5
Thursday Free beer For all
brown eyed ladies 9 - 1 0 p . m .
Page O n e Tavern . Special/3
drafts for $ 1 ,
_____ 5/5
WICI Pizza Party Thursday,
6 : 30 p . m . at JERRY'S.
_______ 5/5
C o n g rat u l at i o n s
Phi
Sig
Seniors. Best o f l u c k t o you all .
Love, Daw n .
_______ 5/5
To the lads of 7 C Thanks for a
great year! Yukon Corn ielius.
_____ 5/5
Peg-I just wanted to tell you
that I had a fantastic time Friday
night. I miss our late night chat !
Love, Michelle.
_______ 5/5
Rick-It's been 3 great mon
ths. We will celebrate on Friday-
don't forget it's just you and me
after 3 ! As I always say--you are
wonderfu l ! Love, Michelle.
_______ 5/5
Yvonne-Thanks for my one &
only ceremony at Eastern . You
are a great friend! I ' l l m iss you
next year! Love ya, Michelle.
_______ 5/5
Julie Edwards: Thanks for be
i ng so special ! Your little sis
loves you forever!
_______ 5/5
Shari , Rory, Brenda, Darlene,
Jamie, Lenore , Jenny, Sam and
Chris, Congratulations on going
active. We are very proud to
have you as our active sister.
Tau love , the old actives.
_____ 5/5

11? An nou ncements
Pregnancy
U n planned
Discover Your Options Call Col
lect
(21 7)
469-7566
Illini
Children's Christion Home Local
·
no. 5 8 1 -30 7 2
____3/00
___
WIN FALL TUITION No pur
chase Necessary PAGE ONE
TAVERN .
/ 00
____4
___
BIKINI CONTEST ! ! ! THIS FRI
DAY ON TOP O F PAGE ONE.
3 . 00/3 . 50 A . Y . C . D .
_______ 5/6
ROSES O F SIGMA TAU GAM
MA: MAN DATORY M E ETING In
U n ion
walkway
7 : 00
pm
TONIGHT. Any problems contact
Laura
Bolker
or
Lynette
Seymour.
_____ 5/5
FREE SHAKE A DAY-Win
$500 In one Roll- PAGE ONE
TAVE R N .
_______4/00
$50 BOARD Buy 2 tickets ; if
you are not an instant winner use
the tickets as cash-PAGE ONE
TAVE R N .
____4/00
___
Dorm size refrigerators still
available for rent, also vacuums
$ 5 per day 3 4 8- 7 7 4 6 .
_______ 4/00
SEE THE APARTM ENT REN
TAL OFFICE AT 8 2 0 LINCOLN
ST: For summer apartments 9 &
1 2 months apartments, summer
mini-storage spac e , Dorm size
refrigerators
& microwaves.
348 - 7 7 4 6 .
_______ 4/00
Go Greek Go TEKE Fall '88 ' .
-------�-5/9
AST new Actives: Surprise !
Bet you thought you would n ever
go active!
_____ 5/5
JOHN COCHRAN-thanks for
being the best big brother! Have
a great summer! Lets try to get
together sometime. I 'll miss ya!
Love Denise . P . S . I enjoyed our
talk.
----- · __5/5

Berke Brea'tited
fl lCV€l Y /7/N& POI/& /
....r--·---by

1RVlY / 131/T C<WU?

WJ 8€ KW!? c/'l(Jff
W Rl/8 ITAi?(J(/tlf?
1H€ &UNK VN/l€
1H€ FKI/?&€
5Hl/,t1€tMJ
/r1flllf'IKflOM . A f€�/ 77M&S .?
.. Bi/T
NOT TO

&ONN4 f£TCH Hli�
·p1fo/G /JON& ·...
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IB'"An nou ncements

IB'"An nou ncements

9

I

\
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IB'"An nou nceme nts
JOHNO, Thank you for these
past six months. I 've had the time
of my life and have never been
happier. You're the greatest and
I hope to spend a lot more time
together!
Rotee
Rota,
you
cadalyden? Love You , Luc i .
_______ 5/5

Doonesbury

BY GAR RY T R U D EAU
YOU HAV£ 7V
R& -R£667CR.
AS A R&PUB-
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Harg is_-

Hargis AMC U
Playe r of
the Week

Eastern catcher Dan Hargis
was named Association of Mid
Continent Universities' con
ference Player of the Week for
the period ending May 2.
"I'm happy," Hargis said. "It's
an honor."
Hargis batted . 500 ( l l -for22), hit three home runs and
drove 11 runs in eight games
last week.
The Panthers won seven of
the eight games, and Hargis .
said his teammates also
deserve credit.
"I'm the first baseball player
to win the award (for Eastern

-I

Dan Hargis

this year)," Hargis said. "But
some other guys have done a
good job, too. Everybody's
attitude is j ust right now."

Now at Monical's , get a Large ( 1 6")
Thin m: Thick Crust Cheese & Sausage
Pizza to go for just $5.95 plus tax.
_

I

Also available with
a 2-Liter Bottle of
Pepsi for just
$6.95.

I
I

Expires May 3 1 , 1 988
coupon when picking up order.
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"They both taught me things
about catching that I would of
never considered in high
school," Hargis said .
Hargis would love to play
professional baseball. His first
step to the pros will begin this
summer when he plays summer
ball in the Jayhawk League, a
top summer league for
collegiate players with teams
in Kansas and Missouri.
"!11 be playing for a team in
Nevada, Missouri," Hargis said.
"It's right behind the Alaska
Summer League and the Cape
Cod League for college
players. "
Hargis isn't the only one that
believes he can play pro ball.
"Dan has a possiblity," Mc-

r
I .

��

��
tfl
���-

Good L uck
on
Fi n a ls

Devitt said. "But he has a l
learn. He's going to learn a
this summer, and he's going
have to keep on improving."
Hargis isn't putting all
stock
on
b ecoming
professional baseball p
though. He is majoring
environmental biology
would like to work ou
when his baseball playing
are over.
"I want to finish
education, then maybe go ·
forestry, although there
alot of money in it,"
said. "The important ·
that I want to do some
that is going to make
happy , and I've always
outdoor person."
·

Squirrel Child and
Chicken Boy,
Pretty soon ! !
Get ready, roomies!

Stick Woman

Ph i s · ma Sig ma
1s proud to announce
their new actives . .

N ico le Al bert
Trac i Bennett
Liz Fernandez
B.eth Henke l
Ang ie Hoover

Heather Pau lso n

Renee R i c hards
Lesley Rodemoyer
Roc h e l le Romer
A l i so n Thorne
A n n Wh itlow
Ka ren Wi l he l m

Congratulations !
Love,
You r Sisters

l'IY-P�1lC
LOUNGE

-FRIDA Y JVIGHT
ILLINOIS BAND 9 p . m . - I
$ 2.00 STKOH'S
7 5 ¢ Slammers

© 1 988 Hallmark Cards. Inc

Hallmark

82.
"He was able to teach me
about catching at an early age,"
Hargis said, "and I j ust
followed in his footsteps."
Hargis was recruited out of
high school by all the Illinois
schools, Southwest Missouri
State , and many out-of-state
j unior colleges.
He said he decided on
Eastern because of McDevitt.
"Skip just came across real
good-the kind of guy who
would take care of you if you
took care of him ," Hargis said.
Hargis gives credit to his
improvement this year to
backup catcher and starting
third baseman Stan Royer and
last year's catcher, Alswinn
Kieboom .

from page

U P C O MI N G
ATT RA CTI ONS

M o t h e r ' s D a y is S u n d ay, May 13 .
D i scover t h e m a n y ways
H a l l m a r k h e l p s y o u c e l e b rate
yo u r m o m .

Judy's

I

I
- -DB.I

FREE DEUVERY AFTER 5 P.M.

M-Sat.
9-9
Sun
1 2- 5

The Dally Eastern N

_
_
_
_
_
_

r · - - - - - - ._
GREAT TAKE- OUT
1
I
JUST $5 .95.
I

1 988

>

Shop

West Park Plaza
Charleston
348-5473

a. m.

Pitche

-SA TURDA Y
PKIVATE MISSION 9 p . m . - I a . m .
$ 2.00 Stroh's Pitchers
$ 1 .00 Pina Colada (Kum Co cktail)

·

Thursday, May 5, 1 988
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tters losing t h ree seniors P ant h er C lu b set to

·

Anderson was hurt during
the spring, injuring his knee
and his wrist. He was also sick
m's men's tennis team
the
Conference
a young team next year, during
Tournament, but still finished
three
members
are
in 4th.
ting seniors.
Senior John Fields, playing
of the seniors, Stan
No . 3 singles, finished at 8-9 on
, compiled a 3-17
the spring.
at No. 1 singles, a
Fields played doubles tennis
n that he was forced into
n.
with freshman Dean Fitz
patrick, where they compiled a
most of his matches, he
7-7 record.
little out of class ," said
"They played better against
men's tennis coach .._
competition , "
said
Bennett .
"He
felt better
Bennett . "They were not as
playing good players."
against
weaker
did compile a much consistent
competition. "
record at No . 2 doubles,
Fitzpatrick ,
the
only
he and partner Jon
n finished 6-8,
freshman on the squad, was 9-8
n, a junior, was 9-8
on the spring.
. 2 singles.
Sophomore Bob Myrvold and

senior Keith Hansel played at
No. 3 doubles, and compiled a
9-6 record.
Hansel, at 9-7, was one of the
more consistent players on the
te am .
"He was the most improved
player,
especially
in
con
sistency," said Bennett .
One player who may be
called to perform next year is
sophomore
Stephen
Haberkorn .
"He
has
determination ,
which is usually the No. 1
thing , "
said
Bennett
of
Haberkorn, who played mainly
in exhibition matches .
other
promises
Bennett
changes including a stronger
schedule with more AMCU-8
Conference teanis.

rmer hooters go different ways
of former Eastern
players have been going
ctly opposite direc
·

·

ntly.

All�American
er
Albert Adade, who
at Eastern from 1981tly became a free
from the financially
St. Louis Steamers of
Major Indoor Soccer
. His contract expired at
clusion of the season on
16, a day after the
er8 missed their final
of the season.
Steamers finished the
in last place in the six
Western Division with a
of 18-38, their worst
·

tators per game at the St. Louis ;
Arena. Attendance this year
dove to under 10,000 a game
for the first time, · including
crowds of only around 4 ,000 in
the J'.!early 1 8,000 seat Arena.
The news has been better for
standout
goalkeeper
Mark
Simpson. Simpson · has been
named to play in the third
Budweiser Collegiate Soccer
Classic at The Coliseum in
Richfield, Ohio, on June 16.
"It feels really great," said
the . Schaumburg native, who
minded the nets for Eastern
from 1984-8 7 . "It's the first
recognitition I've had, and now
I've got a chance to show
everyone my skills as a
goalkeeper."

record since finishing 12-20 in
1979-80, their first season in
the league. The team had been
dipping into its $250,000 letter
of credit to meet player
payrolls after nearly folding
midway through the season.
'1 was already a free agent,
but I filed for free agency
(along With six other Steamers)
to protect myself," Adade said
in a telephone interview from
his home in Florrisant, Mo .
"My agent has been talking to
other teams, but nothing's
come up yet. "
What has happened to the
Steamers, once the showcase
franchise of the MISL, is a
mystery to everyone . The
team , at its peak in 1982-83 ,
averaged over 17 ,000 spec-

hold victory banq uet
By ANTHONY HUGHES JR.

Staff writer

Some of the most im
portant people involved in
Eastern athletics will join
together to hold their an
nual Panther Club Victory
Banquet at 8 p .m . Friday at
the Mattoon Holiday Inn.
The Panther Club is "an
organization
of
private
individuals from Central
lliinois, alumni, and former
members
of
Eastern's
athletics," said Dave Kid
well, Eastem's Sports In
formation Director.
The Club's fundraising

U1 ROMA'S PIZZA '"�"'
��:4'-.q} $2.00 O FF -r.oe;;,;
b��

Medium , Large , or X-Large Pizza
LI MIT ONE PER PIZZA

FA S T FREE DELI VER Y

OPE:::1����u:v:::D1

345 1 345
....._ LA ROM A 'S PIZZ A
--- 6 3 6 W . Li ncoln ---.
.

ERRY ' S
PIZ ZA & PUB
.

4th & Lmcoln

P I ZZA
$

3 2s

Budwe i s e r® ·

plus

K I NG OF B E E RS ®

tax

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

345 -2844

CAMPU S DOG
Q����� 345.·5 7 2 1
- - - - - - - C O U PO N -

ITALIAN BEEF
. only $ 2 .·3 5

- - - - - - - -

-1

JOANN BARNES

( Paris, I L-Paris H S/Lake Land
CC) , ju nior outfielder, had seven
hits in 1 3 at-bats ( . 538) along
with one double, three triples,
fou r runs scored and two RBis
last weekend to help lead the
Lady Panthers to their thi rd
straight Gateway Conference·
softball title.

:
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drive begins each April. The
present 1 ,300 members of
the Club are divided into
three teams named after
Eastern's
abbreviati o n ,
E . I . U . Each team has about
60 members.
All of these individuals try
to raise money for the Club
and also try to earn prizes
for themselves and their
team .
The goals for the Club this
year are to raise $300,000
by means of $ 1 80 ,000 in
cash and $ 1 20 ,000 in kind
gifts.

DAN HARGIS

( Metam ora , I L-Meta.mora HS) ,
sophomore catcher, had eight
h its i n 1 4 at-bats ( . 57 1 ) along
with th ree home r u n s , seven
runs scored and 1 0 R B i s last
weekend as the Panthers won
three
of
four
AMC U
C o nference baseb a l l g a m es
agai nst N orthern I owa.
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P a t hers ra l ly i n n i nth to beat IS
ByJAMES BETZOLD

Associate sports editor

,

·

Eastern
s o p h.o m o r e
desi g nated
hitter
Dana
Leibovitz.'s two-out · two-run
triple keyed a four-run ninth
inning to propel Eastern past
Indiana State 10-8 Wednesday
at Terre Haute , Ind.
The Panthers (23-20) began
their rally with one out in the
ninth on a walk by senior
centerfielder Shannon Coppell .
Sophomore first baseman Jeff
Jetel followed with a single,
and sophomore catcher Dan
Ha!"gis drew another walk.
Freshman Brian Filosa drove
in a run on a sacrifice fly to pull
the Panthers within one run to
set up Leibovitz's game
winning blast.
"tve been seeing the ball
pretty well since coming back
( fr o m
a
bout
with
mononucleosis) , " Leibovitz
saia. "I'm just trying to hit the
ball where it's pitched."
Leibovitz , a left-handed
hitter, hit an outside pitch to
leftccenter to drive in Jetel and
pinch-runner Scott Workman.
Leibovitz went 3-for-4 in the
game with three runs batted in.
Coppell also went 3-for-4 and
stole three bases, including
home plate once .
Sophomore Darin Kopac (3-4)
picked up the victory pitching
3-% innings of relief of senior
left-hander Mike Murrie .

Harg·i s playing

major

role in offense revi·val
By CHUCK MUELLER
Staff writer

·

*>'

.......___

DAVE LEHRER I Staff photographer

·

Eastern catcher Dan Hargis hit

. 5 7 1 in a recent four-game series

at Northern Iowa . The Panthers scored four runs i n the ninth inning
Wednesday to beat I ndiana State and raise their season record to

23-20.

•

Eastern's baseball team's
bats exploded this wee\rnnd to
produce 62 runs in a four game
series at Northern Iowa. A
major production factor for the
Panthers was sophomore Dan
1
Hargis.
The catcher-third baseman
from Metamora hit three home
runs and drove in 10 runs,
while batting .571 for the
series, a feat which helped
raise his batting average from
.286 to .323.
The games were not a bad
performance for an individual
whose season was slowed in the
beginning by a groin pull,
which is j ust now starting to
heal completely.
"I injured my groin down
South over spring break in a
game against Troy State,"
"I slipped
said .
Hargis
throwing down to second base.
"It's taken a good three
weeks for me to get back into
the rhythm of things," Hargis
added.
The "rhythm of things"
returned to Hargis and his
teammates as the Panthers
continued to come out of a
hitting slump that plagued
them through much of the
middlP. part of this season.

Hargis said one reason i
hitting display this w
was that the team is p
better.
''I saw the ball well
weekend," Hargis said.
whole team is hitting
and I think that helped
the plate."
The plate isn't the only
Hargis is contributing t.o
team . He is also a tal
catcher.
"Dan is a good catcher,"
Panthers' pitcher Mike M
''He blocks the ball real
'
and he's also very good
getting the other guys
position."
Eastern pitchers also
Hargis' ability to call pi
"Dan calls a good
pitcher Bill Taylor said. "I
complete confidence in
game he calls."
Eastern coach Tom
McDevitt also praised
"Dan has a major lea
and a good body," said P
baseball Coach Tom Mc
"Dan has a lot of power.
starting to learn, and
going to do nothing but
prove."
Hargis g.ave credit to
· older brother, Doug,
caught for Illinois from
(See HARGIS, page 10)

Eastern to hos t AM C U outdoor cham pions h i p
By BRENT FEENEY

Staff writer

A little bit more than two months
ago, Eastern's men's track team went to
Cedar Falls, Iowa, for the 1988 AMCU
Indoor Track and Field Championship
hoping to successfully defend its crown.
It was a close finish, but the host
Northern Iowa purple Panthers
dethroned Eastern's Panthers 781/2 to
681/2 when UNI swept all four places in
the 5 ,000-meters .
The loss left the Eastern squad with a
bitter taste in its mouth, and this
weekend, the Panthers will be gunning
for revenge.
The Panthers will host this year's .
AMCU Outdoor Track and Field
Championship at O'Brien Stadium
beginning Thursday at 2 p .m . with the
opening five events of the decathlon.
The decathlon concludes at 10 a.m.
Friday with individual events com
mencing under the lights for the first
time at 6 p.m. Friday. The · cham
pionship concludes at 1 1 a.m. Saturday.
Admission to all sessions of the
championship is free.
''It's going to come down to a two
team race-us and Northern Iowa," said
Assistant Coach Tom Akers. ''We have
a few guys who are hurt right now,
Fred Neal (knee), Ian Issacs (hamstring)
'
and Dan Steele (abdominal muscles),
but they should be ready to go this
weekend."
Eastern owns eleven of the top
:>erformances in the AMCU this year.
!'hey in ' ide Mike Geisler (decathlon
and ja' m throw), Jared Thompson
Oong J ump and 100-meters)), Jeff
Gennarelli (shot put and hammer

throw) , Darnell Thompson (200meters), Issacs (400-meters), . Don
Glover (400-meter hurdles), Jim Mat.on
(1,500-meters) and John Wells (3,000meter steeplechase).
''When you get right down to it, it's
going to be the money guys who'll
determine what happens," Akers said .
"UNI proved they had the money
performers at the indoor meet, but our
guys are ready to show what they can
do .
"It's going to be a matter of showing
some guts and pride, of running when
the chips are down and the odds don't
look good."
Something that would help Eastern's
cause this weekend would be a full
house at O'Brien. "We're going to run
some of the events on Friday night,
which is the first time we've ever run
under the lights here," Akers said. ''It'll
give a new dimension to the program ,
and it's going to be exciting . We really
hope that we can see the stands packed
with our students and fans and give us
a boost when we need it. Anybody who
comes out this weekend can expect to
see some top-notch competition."
It will also be the swan song for
seniors Mat.on, Darnell Thompson,
Brian Gordon, Tom Buchanan and
Lonny Vickery. "It'll be the last time
the Eastern fans can see our seniors.
They've all contributed much to the
track program here, and we would like
to see the stands filled for them in their
last meet here . That would be a really
great send-off for them, and they
deserve it," said Head Coach Neil
Moore .
"The athletes who are toughest
·

·

Schedule of Events

1 988 AMCU Outdoor
Track and Field C hampionship
O ' Brien Stadium
Charleston, l l llnols
THURSDAY, MAY 5
2 P.M.
Decathlon-First Half
1 00-Meter Dash
Long J ump
Shot P ut
High Jump
400-Meter Dash
FRIDAY, MAY 6
1 0 A.M ;
Decathlon-Second Half
1 1 0-Meter Hurdles
D iscus Throw
Pole Vault
Javelin Throw
1 , 5 00-Meter Run
6 P.M.
Shot Put-Trials and Finals
Long J ump-Trials and Finals

mentally are the ones who should win,"
Akers said. "You can win. the most
championships, but that doesn't always
determine who wins the team title. The
seconds, thirds and fourths all ?lay a
major role, and when competitors are
fighting for positions, it's tough. We've
got to buckle down and prove ourselves
this weekend. We've got a great shot at
the championship, and we're confident
that we can pull it off.
''We're in great shape," Akers con
tinued, "and we should be ready to bust
.'

1 1 0-Meter H urdles-Trials
1 00-Meter Dash-Trials
3 ,000-Meter Steeplechase1 0 , 000-Meter Run-Final
200-Meter Dash-Trials
SATURDAY, MAY 7
1 1 A.M.
Triple J ump
Javelin Throw
Discus Throw
Hammer Throw
Pole Vault
High Jump
4 x 1 00-Meter Relay
1 , 500-Meter Run
1 1 0-Meter H urdles-Final
400-Meter Dash
1 00-Meter Dash
800-Meter Run
4 00-Meter H urdles
200-Meter Dash-Final
5 , 000-Meter Run
4x400-Meter Relay

some personal records this w
should be a tremendous meet."
In connection with the meet, o
are still needed to help run the
this weekend. ''We would
predate it if we could get some
students to help us out," Moorei1
''It's not hard to do, and we can
people quickly."
For more information or to
teer, contact Moore or Akers
Track Office at 581-2625.
·

